MOUNT ASH ROAD, SYDENHAM, SE26
FREEHOLD
£750,000

SPEC
Bedrooms : 4
Receptions : 1
Bathrooms : 1

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Tasteful Decor
Roof Terrace
Leafy Split Level Garden
View over Kent
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Beautifully Done Four Bedroom Period Home with Terrace and Garden.
As you may have noticed we have a particular passion for Mount Ash Road. Opposing rows of flat fronted period charm
form a peaceful residential haven but minutes from the transport and social endeavours of Forest Hill and Sydenham. What
more could one hope for? This lovely four bedroom number, situated at the (even more) peaceful end packs a serious
punch. There's a stylish finish throughout, a first floor terrace and a wonderfully leafy, split level rear garden. A modern
kitchen and bathroom mean you simply need to unpack and make yourself at home. To top it off you've got plenty of
storage and some lovely sweeping views over the Kent Countryside. Transport options abound with nearby Forest Hill and
Sydenham Stations. Both have overland services to central London in addition to the London Overground Line.
The front garden enjoys a pebble bed and original wrought iron gate and railings. The stained glass door leads inward to find
the super sized living space which spans the original footprint of the house. Solid oak flooring runs the full length and there's
a lovely cast iron fireplace with period style tiling ‐ get the fire crackling at Christmas time! An open arch to the rear entices
you to the kitchen where you'll find solid Iroko counters and country style cabinets. There's a super five ring gas range (with
double oven), integrated dishwasher and pull out larder. A door to the side leads to the lovely split level patio and further
elevated pebble bed seating space. A rear access point brings you to Mount Ash Gardens. You're not overlooked and enjoy
leafiness on all sides. It's very lovely!
Moving back inside, a trip upward first reveals the beautifully finished bathroom which sports tasty Travertine wall and floor
tiles, classy suite, bath and separate walk in shower. The first bedroom fronts the street into the full width of the house.
There's a suitably lovely period style feature fireplace and twin fitted wardrobes. The second double bedroom leads onto
the tiptop terrace through French doors ‐ a marvellous spot for morning coffee we reckon! Climbing upward again brings
you to two similarly proportioned and laid out bedrooms as on the first floor. They both have fitted storage and the front
specimen boasts another period feature fireplace and those sweeping views over the South Downs.
A charming house that won't fail to impress! Transport's no upset ‐ a mere 12 minute walk will take you to either Forest
Hill or Sydenham mainline stations, with fast and frequent trains to London Bridge and Charing Cross. The hugely popular
London Overground Line will whisk you hither thither. You can be on the Jubilee Line at Canada Water in around 15
minutes! For the nippers, rest assured you are positioned within the Eliot Bank school catchment area. The 176 bus runs
along Kirkdale heading for Oxford Circus. Enjoy a sumptuous meal at That’s Amore in Kirkdale Village which is very popular
with the locals. Forest Hill Pool had an impressive refurb a few years back and you can grab a yummy latte in The Journey
Cafe on Kirkdale. The big shop is sorted by nipping over the hill to Forest Hills Sainsbury’s. Parks are plentiful in this neck of
the woods; you have Dulwich Woods, Dulwich Park, Crystal Palace Park and the local Sydenham parks (Wells, Mayow and
Cator) all within easy reach.
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All information supplied should be checked by
your solicitor prior to exchange of contracts.
Lease details, measurements, floorplans and
photographs are displayed for guide purposes
only. We have not carried out a structural survey
and the services, appliances and specific settings
have not been tested.

